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ABSTRACT : 

A general formula describing the eemileptonia decays of 
charmed particlea ie written in terme of structure functions* A proce
dure ie proposed to eatimate aemileptonic decay widths by auppoeing that 
these structure functions may be averaged 2y their scaling limits* 
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When a hadron carry 'vg 2 new flavour is produced, its 
semileptonic decay modes are particularly interesting since they 
can provide a distinctive signal for a net* quantum number, Thust 

before the recent discovery of charmed ma so is at SLAC , the 
fa) 

di-lepton events in deep inelastic neutrino scattering and 
the inclusive lepton spectrum in e e~ annihilation already 
aonstitued indirect evidence for new-flavoured hadrons. Further
more, leptonic decays provide a powerful tool for investigating 
the space-time structure of the weak currents associated with 
the new flavours. 

Because of the high mass of charmed particles* it is 
clear that, a priori, semileptonic decays into multi-hadronic 
final states may be important. However* we have no reliable ways 
of calculating the partial rates of such modes* although estima-

té) 
tee have been made . The large number of accessible decay chan
nels prompts us to consider here a new approach. By analogy with 
deep inelastic neutrino scattering* we describe inclusive semi-
leptonic decay in terms of five structure functions. In view of 
the Icrge nomentum-transfêr and high missing-mass in charmed par
ticle decay* we then exploit the appealing idea of Bloom and oil
man that inclusive and exclusive processes merge s'aoothly* 
i.e. that scaling occurs* in some average sense, in the resonance 
region. 

We start by writing the differential decay width of a 
heavy particle H •> £v + anything : 
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Here, t=q = (pt + p vJ is the square of the invariant mass of the 

2 2 
lepton-neutrino pair* M s (p„- q) ie the square of the invariant 

mass of the kadronia system, © is the angle between the charged 

lepton momentum and the reaoil momentum of ike hadronie system (in 

the lepton-pair rest frame)* and u. and M arc the masses of the 

lepton C and the decaying hadron H respectively. 

and Op is the Fermi constant 1.03*10 Mf . Eqn.(l) tells us that 

the three structure functions ft*,, W* and W can be separated ex

perimentally by looking at the lepton-hadran angular distribution 
g 

at f%xed t and M^. 

The dimensionless structure functions W-...fe are defined 

formally in the same way as those of deep inelastic neutrino scat' 

tering *°K They are related to the helicity structure functions 

V+> W_ and W defined in reference (?)* and advocated there as the 

most convenient, way to analyze inclusive semileptcnio decay proces

ses : 

W+ ~ Wl • IÛ V3 
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tiegteeting the l&pton maes, and integrating eqn.(l) over 

the angle Q, we have : 

(4) 

The formulae (1) and (4) are quite general, and are valid 

for both meeons and baryona. For illustration, we consider the decay 

of the D(l*8?) meson, for which the domain *3, of integration of 

eqn, (4) is ahown in Figure 1. 

How, in general, the energy released in a typioaC itharmuJ 

particle decay is large compared with the ra-.it masses of the pafti" 

clea in the final state. This auggcetB that it man be ï-easonubLe to 

assume that the resoriances and the background (formed by the utanif-

body modjs) may average out to a amooth a^uling function in i-he aar,i6 

way as oooure, it is found, in deep inelastic electron scattering . 

Thua, following , we make the hypothesis that, on average ovuf 

the range of integration, the structure functions : 

W,(frX) md r^MîJW^-ljw^fc.O (S) 

may be replaced by their aaaling limita F-(x) and (l/8x)Fg(x), where 

x ie the Bgovken scaling variable : 

- 1 - _*_ s . 
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(6) 

Hence, we put : 

— _ . , 
We use the conservative variable &> instead of the 3loom-Gilman 

variable w* which is not positive definite in the decay process. 
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The new domain «SL of integration of this expression ie 
shown in Figure 2, for the ease of the D meson* 

In the quark-parton model, and 01th the GIto ouvrent ' , 

'àx.F» = F » » a*C„W ft) 

where C^tx) ie the valence oharmed-quark distribution in the D meeon, 
normalized to 1. Integrating eqn,(7) over the variable t, »e find : 

I») 

where ___ 
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with -2, = £a*(i-x)]~ - t "*> 

Tfterô remains the problem that we do not know C-.(x), the 
•» D 

distribution of the aharmea quark inside the D meson. However, it 
seems reasonable to suppose that CQ(x) is the same as the distri
bution funotione of the valence quarks u, d, B in the familiar TT 
and K. mesons, for which par one trizations exist in the literature *&K 
Using one such parametvization, 

. .s rv5.ix v*è T S* (*«.*î) 
CM - o-*»('-*> + 

* 4* \.x>\{\--*) {*».«) 
fll) 

and normalising 

1'c.W-

The Cn(x) distribution can be determined by looking at e e - •> D + 
anything, for example. 



eqn.(9) can be integrated numerically to yield, for the total semi-
leptonic decay width of the D mesont 

r(o-»U+...)= o.«< 6>ff.s

 = i.a „ io" *•*-' 
UK' 

Ve have checked that using other plausible parametrizations 
far 0-{x) does not give significantly different results (less than 
10% variation). In as much as this is true, ths coefficient O. I 6 

(=1*> I Â t 3t *^&) Ctfc) /. appearing in expression (IS) is the same 

for all mesons. 

To get an idea of the reliability of this procedure, it 
is interesting to see what we predict for the semileptonia decay 
width of the K meson* We consider only K -> £V + ..• sinoj vhe muon 
mass is not negligible in oomparieor, with the kacn rr.aso. hqrr. (IS) 
becomes : 

p(k->ev+....) • o.tfe s> *»•*»« M « = 7.6 » lo s«~' l l 6 ) 

to be compared with the experimental values 3*9*10 sec" for K 
and ?. 5*10 sea for K°. The agreement is quite good, given that 
this is an extreme case > we are trying to average, by a smooth sca
ling function, a delta function representing a process which has 
only one significant mode/TTW, We can reasonably expect that the 
approximation will be much better for- the decays of heavier parti
cles. 

The method considered here may be compared to another 
calculation, namely that mentioned in reference (4) and discussed 

(?) in more detail in , where the total semileptonia decay width of 



a charmed partiale is assumed to be clûûe to that of a free charmed 
quark. This gives : 

i« i t» V / 

where r=mQ/m ie ratio of the strange and charmed quark masses. 
Note that it is the quark masses which now enter, predicting the 
eame total semileptonia deoay rate for all singly-oharmed partiales. 
Expression (1?) is sensitive to the quark masses taken ; for exam
ple, with m = 1,6 GeV and m = 0.3, 0.4 and 0.5 GeV, it gives res
pectively 2.?*1017 see"1, S.89IO11 sea'1* and t.7^1011 sea'1. 

It is nota interesting to see hotù far our estimate (lb) 
for the deoay rate of the D is saturated by spécifia modes. As dis
cussed in detail in reference (?), the width can be 
estimated in a simple quark model to be 0.48*10 sec" , and the 
same model gives PfD-* fc (91o)lv/ = 0.31*10 sea" . We thus expect 
about half of the semileptonio decays cf the D meson to be into 
multibody hadronie states. 

The procedure outlined here can also be applied to the 
semileptonic deoay of a charmed baryon suck as the f\„(2.26) recent
ly identified . Only a slight modification in eqns.O) to (12) 
is needed, to take account of the fact that baryon number conservation 
demands that there must be at least a nucléon mass in the final state. 
Thus, tie upper limit in eqn,(9) becomes '/g f | - "fM \ J an^ t f i e 

Z variable in eqn. (12) becomes Z ', where c 



One muet also uee a parametrization C. (x) appropriate 
to a baryon. Putting : 

r 

we /iwrf 

P (ft 4-»lv*...) = » " ^ , ' \ = O.t? » )o' i«e"' 
(SO) 

Finally, we note that this method may be applied to other 
new-flavoured hadro.ig, provided that a large region of final-state 
phaee-apace is available in their eemileptonia decays. 
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Fig. 2 .* Domain B8L of integration of —S—L_ /or the D meson. 
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FIG. 2. 


